Order—order identifier,
X[X(49)]
Identifying and definitional attributes
Metadata item type:

Data Element

Short name:

Order identifier

METEOR identifier:

539609

Registration status:

Youth Justice, Standard 15/02/2022

Definition:

An alphanumeric identifier for a legal order or arrangement.

Data Element Concept:

Order—order identifier

Value domain attributes
Representational attributes
Representation class:

Identifier

Data type:

String

Format:

X[X(49)]

Maximum character length: 50

Data element attributes
Relational attributes
Related metadata
references:
Implementation in Data Set
Specifications:

Supersedes Service episode—order identifier, XXXXX[15]
Community Services (retired), Standard 14/09/2009
Juvenile Justice Charge file cluster
Community Services (retired), Not progressed 23/01/2018
Youth Justice, Superseded 23/08/2022
DSS specific information:
For the purposes of the JJ DSS, this unique identifier is retained across collection
periods. The identifier is assigned by the State or Territory youth justice
department.
This item uniquely identifies each supervised (unsentenced) order. The order
identifier links the charge record with an order in the Order file cluster of the JJ
NMDS. Each unsentenced supervised order in the Order file should have one or
more records in the charge file.
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Juvenile Justice Offence file cluster
Community Services (retired), Not progressed 23/01/2018
Youth Justice, Superseded 23/08/2022

DSS specific information:
For the purposes of the Juvenile Justice NMDS, this unique identifier is retained
across collection periods. The identifier is assigned by the State or Territory youth
justice department.
This item uniquely identifies each supervised (sentenced) order. The order
identifier links the offence type with an order in the Order file of the JJ NMDS.
Each order in the Order file should have one or more records in the Offence file.

Juvenile Justice Order file cluster
Community Services (retired), Not progressed 23/01/2018
Youth Justice, Recorded 23/05/2022
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DSS specific information:
For the purposes of the Juvenile Justice NMDS, this unique identifier is retained
across collection periods. The identifier is assigned by the State or Territory youth
justice department.
In the Order file, the Order identifier will in most cases be unique. However, where
a single order specifies multiple types of supervision, for example a blended
order that specifies a period in detention followed by a period of communitybased supervision, the information relating to each type of supervision will
comprise a separate record but the Order identifier will remain the same.
In the example below, order #10001 is a blended order that comprises a period in
detention from 1/1/08 to 1/6/08 followed by a period in the community from 1/6/08
to 1/12/08. Order #10002 is an unrelated remand order.

Person Order
Order
identifier identifier start
date

Order
Order typeend date national

Order end Comment
reason
completed blended
order part
1

1

10001

01/01/08 01/06/08 35
(sentenced
detention)

1

10001

01/06/08 01/12/08 31
completed blended
(sentenced
order part
community2
based with or
without
additional
mandated
requirements)

1

10002

15/01/09 20/01/09 21 (remand)

completed unrelated
order

Queensland: Don't count detention orders that are followed by a period of
supervised release as blended orders.

Business rules
If the order identifier matches the order identifier of another record and the
person identifiers are the same, the order end date of the first record should
equal the order start date of the second record.
The order identifier (charge file) must be in the order file.
If the order type (order file) is an unsentenced order then there must be a
record in the charge file with a matching order ID.
The order ID (offence file) must be in the order file.

Juvenile Justice Order file cluster
Youth Justice, Superseded 23/08/2022
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DSS specific information:
For the purposes of the JJ NMDS, this unique identifier is retained across
collection periods. The identifier is assigned by the State or Territory youth justice
department.
In the order file, the order identifier will in most cases be unique. However, where
a single order specifies multiple types of supervision, for example a blended
order that specifies a period in detention followed by a period of communitybased supervision, the information relating to each type of supervision will
comprise a separate record but the order identifier will remain the same.
In the example below, order #10001 is a blended order that comprises a period in
detention from 1/1/08 to 1/6/08 followed by a period in the community from 1/6/08
to 1/12/08. Order #10002 is an unrelated remand order.
Person Order
Order
identifier identifier start
date

Order
Order typeend date national

Order end Comment
reason
completed blended
order part
1

1

10001

01/01/08 01/06/08 35
(sentenced
detention)

1

10001

01/06/08 01/12/08 32
completed blended
(sentenced
order part
community2
based with
additional
mandated
requirements)

1

10002

15/01/09 20/01/09 21 (remand)

completed unrelated
order

Queensland: Don't count detention orders that are followed by a period of
supervised release as blended orders.

Business rules
If the order identifier matches the order identifier of another record and the
person identifiers are the same, the order end date of the first record should
equal the order start date of the second record.
The order identifier (charge file) must be in the order file.
If the order type (order file) is an unsentenced order then there must be a
record in the charge file with a matching order identifier.
The order identifier (offence file) must be in the order file.

Youth Justice Charge file cluster
Youth Justice, Standard 15/02/2022
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DSS specific information:
For the purposes of the YJ DSS, this unique identifier is retained across collection
periods. The identifier is assigned by the State or Territory youth justice
department.
This item uniquely identifies each supervised (unsentenced) order. The order
identifier links the charge record with an order in the Order file of the YJ NMDS.
Each unsentenced supervised order in the Order file should have one or more
records in the charge file.

Youth Justice Charge file cluster
Youth Justice, Superseded 23/08/2022
DSS specific information:
For the purposes of the YJ DSS, this unique identifier is retained across collection
periods. The identifier is assigned by the State or Territory youth justice
department.
This item uniquely identifies each supervised (unsentenced) order. The order
identifier links the charge record with an order in the Order file of the YJ NMDS.
Each unsentenced supervised order in the Order file should have one or more
records in the charge file.

Youth Justice Offence file cluster
Youth Justice, Standard 15/02/2022
DSS specific information:
For the purposes of the Youth Justice NMDS, this unique identifier is retained
across collection periods. The identifier is assigned by the State or Territory youth
justice department.
This item uniquely identifies each supervised (sentenced) order. The order
identifier links the offence type with an order in the Order file of the YJ NMDS.
Each order in the Order file should have one or more records in the Offence file.

Youth Justice Offence file cluster
Youth Justice, Superseded 23/08/2022
DSS specific information:
For the purposes of the Youth Justice NMDS, this unique identifier is retained
across collection periods. The identifier is assigned by the State or Territory youth
justice department.
This item uniquely identifies each supervised (sentenced) order. The order
identifier links the offence type with an order in the Order file of the YJ NMDS.
Each order in the Order file should have one or more records in the Offence file.

Youth Justice Order file cluster
Youth Justice, Standard 15/02/2022
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DSS specific information:
For the purposes of the YJ NMDS, this unique identifier is retained across
collection periods. The identifier is assigned by the State or Territory youth justice
department.
In the order file, the order identifier will in most cases be unique. However, where
a single order specifies multiple types of supervision, for example a blended
order that specifies a period in detention followed by a period of communitybased supervision, the information relating to each type of supervision will
comprise a separate record but the Order identifier will remain the same.
In the example below, order #10001 is a blended order that comprises a period in
detention from 1/1/08 to 1/6/08 followed by a period in the community from 1/6/08
to 1/12/08. Order #10002 is an unrelated remand order.

Person Order
Order
identifier identifier start
date

Order
Order typeend date national

Order end Comment
reason
completed blended
order part
1

1

10001

01/01/08 01/06/08 35
(sentenced
detention)

1

10001

01/06/08 01/12/08 31
completed blended
(sentenced
order part
community2
based with
and without
additional
mandated
requirements)

1

10002

15/01/09 20/01/09 21 (remand)

completed unrelated
order

Queensland: Don't count detention orders that are followed by a period of
supervised release as blended orders.

Business rules
If the order identifier matches the order identifier of another record and the
person identifiers are the same, the order end date of the first record should
equal the order start date of the second record.
The order identifier (charge file) must be in the order file.
If the order type (order file) is an unsentenced order then there must be a
record in the charge file with a matching order identifier.
The order identifier (offence file) must be in the order file.

Youth Justice Order file cluster
Youth Justice, Superseded 23/08/2022
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DSS specific information:
For the purposes of the YJ NMDS, this unique identifier is retained across
collection periods. The identifier is assigned by the State or Territory youth justice
department.
In the order file, the order identifier will in most cases be unique. However, where
a single order specifies multiple types of supervision, for example a blended
order that specifies a period in detention followed by a period of communitybased supervision, the information relating to each type of supervision will
comprise a separate record but the order identifier will remain the same.
In the example below, order #10001 is a blended order that comprises a period in
detention from 1/1/08 to 1/6/08 followed by a period in the community from 1/6/08
to 1/12/08. Order #10002 is an unrelated remand order.

Person Order
Order
identifier identifier start
date

Order
Order typeend date national

Order end Comment
reason
completed blended
order part
1

1

10001

01/01/08 01/06/08 35
(sentenced
detention)

1

10001

01/06/08 01/12/08 31
completed blended
(sentenced
order part
community2
based with
and without
additional
mandated
requirements)

1

10002

15/01/09 20/01/09 21 (remand)

completed unrelated
order

Queensland: Don't count detention orders that are followed by a period of
supervised release as blended orders.

Business rules
If the order identifier matches the order identifier of another record and the
person identifiers are the same, the order end date of the first record should
equal the order start date of the second record.
The order identifier (charge file) must be in the order file.
If the order type (order file) is an unsentenced order then there must be a
record in the charge file with a matching order identifier.
The order identifier (offence file) must be in the order file.
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